
INTRODUCTION

A consumer is an individual who purchases products to satisfy wants. All of us are
consumers one way or the other. Consumers play a vital role in the development of the
nation. Consumers face many problems ranging in prices to malpractices followed by the
shopkeepers. It is in the interest of every consumer to be aware of such problems and be
equipped with the necessary knowledge to safeguard oneself from being cheated. Some of
the problems faced by the consumers are variation in prices, adulteration, defective weights
and measures, hoarding of commodities, substandard quality, inadequate/misleading labeling,
false advertisement, duplicate manufacture, deceptive packaging, delayed and inadequate
consumer services, hidden price components, price discrimination etc. These problems arise
because unscrupulous sellers take an unfair advantage of the ignorance and helplessness of
the consumers. Since the business does not always act responsibly there is a need to educate
and protect the consumers to enable them to look after their own interests and interests of
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ABSTRACT
This article gives information about the role of consumer education in empowering consumers
so that consumers can safeguard oneself from being cheated. Consumers should be careful
about false and /or misleading advertisement and purchase. The problems arise because
unscrupulous sellers take an unfair advantage of the ignorance and helplessness of the
consumers. Labels, leaflets, pamphlets, advertisement, standard marks etc are some of the aids
which provide information about the products. These aids help the consumer in wise selection
of goods/ services and also safeguarding oneself against exploitation by sellers/ manufacturers.
Consumers should be aware about the rights and responsibilities. Consumer protection act,
COPRA (1986) has empowered consumers to declare “Beware Sellers”. This act gives right to
the consumer to complain to concerned authority. The consumer can seek redressal and also
claim compensation for any loss or injury suffered on account of the negligence of the seller.
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the society at large. An aware consumer is an asset to the society. Friends, relatives, salesmen,
advertisements, magazines, handouts etc. are some of the sources from which one obtains
information regarding an item. Advertising industry is developing very fast. Every now and
then one can observe an advertisement giving information about the product. Advertisement
is a means by which manufacturers communicate persuasively to the target buyer about
their product. Leaflets are handouts with one or more folds of paper. Leaflets inform the
consumer about the existence of the product- its salient features and uses. A consumer aid
can be defined as anything written or illustrated that assists a consumer in the selection of
items/ goods and materials. These aids help the consumer in wise selection of goods/ services
and also safeguarding oneself against exploitation by sellers/ manufacturers. Various consumer
aids available to the consumer these days are labels, leaflets, pamphlets, advertisement,
standard marks etc. labels provide information about the products. These are supplied by the
manufacturer of the product. These labels are printed on the package. Sometimes these are
pasted on the containers. A good label should contain information like name of the product,
brand name, trademark, manufacturer’s name and address/ country, standardization mark
(AGMARK, FPO, ISI, Wool Mark, Hall Mark, Green Mark, Red Mark) etc, ingredients,
manufacturing and expiry dates, batch number, licence number, net weight of containers,
directions for use/ storage, details of colour and preservatives used in case of processed
foods, maximum retail price, warning if any. A label is expected to provide all the above
information. Labels assist consumer in making a wise selection of the commodity. Inadequate
or incomplete labeling should not be purchased. So the consumer should read the information
carefully before buying any product. keeping the interest of consumers in mind government
has undertaken various initiatives for keeping and upgrading the quality of the products.
Government is operating certification schemes under which the standard marks are provided
to the items. The scheme is basically voluntary in nature. Government has made the use of
standard mark mandatory on some items of mass consumption connected with health and
safety. These marks encourage the manufacturer to provide better competition in the market
and also upgrade the quality of their product. Lavanya et al. (2012) conducted a research on
“Consumer awareness and preference towards quality certified products” to know about
food safety. The study was also carried to analyze the consumers’ awareness, preference of
certified products and their perception of pricing products with reference kitchen articles
like ghee, vegetable oils and spices. The study revealed that overall satisfaction of consumers
was higher for ghee followed by vegetable oil. The consumer stated that AGMARK satisfied
them in terms of quality. Among the factors influencing the preference for AGMARK products,
purity stands first, followed by price and availability. Kulkarni and Mehta (2013) in their
article “Buying practices and Consumer Rights Awareness in Management Students” studied
that most of the management students are aware of consumer rights but they never lodge
the complaints against traffickers. Therefore, they need to be educated by the consumer
organizations and government more about the procedure of registering complaints and seeking
redressal. Singh and Sharma (2013) in their article “Consumer Perception towards Quality
marks of Products”, elaborated that there are differences in the levels of awareness about
quality marks, across education. They also suggested that levels of awareness among
respondents varied according to their occupation. They also highlighted the need for education
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regarding the framework of business and measures could be taken by checking all pre-
requisites at the time of purchasing. Baku and Sanju (2013), in their article “Certification
scheme and Marks: A New Mandate for quality Assurance of food and drugs” views that
certification from a competent authority builds consumer confidence and clears all suspicions
and doubts about the product. It is reliable testimony to state that product has confirmed to
the established standards. Certification of the product assures the consumer about the safety
and quality of the product they are using. The certification marks have a positive impact on
the consumer psyche.

Right of consumers ;
Safety : which means right to be protected against the marketing of goods which is hazardous
to life and property.
Be informed : which means right to be informed about the quality, quantity, potency, purity,
standard and the price of goods to protect the consumer against unfair trade practices.
Choose : which means to right to be assured, wherever possible, of access to a variety of
goods at competitive prices.
Be heard : which means that consumer’s interest will receive due consideration at appropriate
forums.
Seek redressal : which means right to seek redressal against unfair trade practices or
unscrupulous exploitation of consumers.
Consumer education : which means right to acquire the knowledge and skill to be informed
to consumer.

Knowing the power of Consumer protection act
Consumer protection act, COPRA (1986) was enacted by the Parliament on 24th

December, 1986 to protect the interests of consumers against substandard products and
unfair trade practices. This law has empowered consumers to declare “Beware Sellers”.
This act is unique as far as social welfare is concerned. Its provisions are comprehensive
and safeguard the rights of consumers. This act gives right to the consumer to complain to
concerned authority. The consumer can seek redressal and also claim compensation for any
loss or injury suffered on account of the negligence of the seller. As per the Act, the consumer
protection councils have been established at Central, State and District levels to promote and
protect the consumer rights. Section 2 (1) (d) defines the term ‘consumer’ under the Consumer
Protection Act, 1986, as any person who buys, hires or avails of any goods or services for a
consideration which has been paid, or promised or partly paid or promised or paid under a
system of deferred payment.

In order to provide speed and simple redressal of consumer grievances, Chapter III of
the Consumer Protection Act makes provision for the establishment of Remedial Agencies
for settlement of consumers’ disputes and for matters connected therewith. There is a three-
tier system in the Act, which has been set up at district, state and national levels. They are
(a) A Consumer Disputes Redressal Forum also known as the “District Forum”, (b) a
Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission also known as the “State Commission” and (c)
a National Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission also known as the “National
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Commission” While the National Commission is set up by the Central Government, the State
Commissions and District Forums are set up, in each, State and District, respectively by the
State Government concerned. At present there are 35 State Commissions, one in each
State/UT and 629 district forums besides the National Commission at the apex. The
government is monitoring the disposal of cases by the consumer courts through National
Commission. The pecuniary jurisdiction of the District Forum is up to Rs. 20 lakhs, and that
of the State Commissions is above Rs. 20 lakhs and below Rs. 1 Crore and claims involving
more than Rs. 1 crore are to be filled directly before the National Commission. To prevent
consumers from waiting too long for the justice, the act has a provision that grievances will
be settled within 90 days from date of notice received by the opposite party. This period is
applicable for complaints which do not need laboratory analysis testing. In case of laboratory
testing, this period is extended to five months. This prevents the unnecessary waiting by the
consumers to get satisfactory settlement.

Mohammad Azvar Khan (2013), in his study entitled, “Consumer rights awareness in
urban and rural areas of Muzaffarnagar and Saharanpur districts: an empirical study” identified
that the consumer awareness is much needed today as they pay for the products from their
hard earned money and they should get it worth. Right from the start consumers have been
cheated by wrong information, higher pricing, after sales service. With regard to service
providers, they take advantage of consumer urgency and exploit them. Hence, Consumer
rights awareness (CRA) is most vital to society and a way to eliminate malpractices by the
manufacturers, producers, and marketers. . It is consumer fundamental right to know about
the safety, durability, worthiness of any product they are buying. There are many instances
that consumer insists for bills, records, warrantee cards and many times they ignore and it
leads to black money transactions, malpractices and what not. Every product has to be
displayed with date of manufacturing, weight measurements, maximum retail price (M.R.P.)
and warnings of its misuse. Although there are a number of laws introduced and still the
traders find it easy to dodge and ultimately consumers are the sufferers.

Where to file a complaint :
The complainant can file the complaint under consumer protection act. A complaint

should contain the following details:(a) The name, description and address of the complainant
(b) the name, description and address of the opposite party or parties (c) the facts relating
the complaint (d) when and where it arises, (e) documents, if any, in support of allegations
(e) the relief sought and (f) the complaint should be signed by the complainant or his/ her
authorized agent. No lawyer is required for filing a case in consumer forum.

Consumer awareness Programmes started by government :
Jago Grahak Jago is a consumer awareness programme from  Ministry of Consumer

Affairs,  Government of India. The Government has used multiple channels to create
awareness it includes:  Print media advertisements(External website that opens in a new
window),  Audio Campaigns(External website that opens in a new window),  Video
Campaigns(External website that opens in a new window), etc.
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Consumer Clubs: Under Consumer Welfare Fund (CWF) a new scheme has been
initiated for involving students with consumer protection related issues in a playful and informal
manner. On the occasion of National Consumer Day on 24th December, 2003 Minister for
Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution launched “Consumer Clubs” in schools of
Delhi. Proposal to set up consumer clubs are being received from different States of the
country. All the States/UTs will be covered under the scheme.

Involvement of Research Institutes/Universities/Colleges: Another scheme under
CWF has been prepared with the objectives to sponsor research and evaluation studies in
the field of consumer welfare to research institutes, universities and colleges. Indian Institute
of Public Administration, New Delhi has been identified as a nodal organization to initiate
seminars and workshops to promote involvement of research institutions etc. with and to
evolve proposals which are received from such institutions.

Under CONFONET scheme the consumers who have filed complaints in District
Fora/State Commission/ National Commission can see the cause list, case status and judgment
through online sitting at their home or elsewhere.

Conclusion :
It is concluded from the review articles that before buying any goods or services, as

educated and aware consumers should seek full information regarding quality and price of
the goods and services. Consumers should be careful about false and /or misleading
advertisement. Consumers should not buy blindly and demand full information before buying.
We should not compromise on the quality and quantity of goods and services and should
purchase quality products only. consumers whose number has been going up, are responsible,
vigilant and are able to assert their rights and responsibilities, resist/reject substandard goods/
services wherever required and do not hesitate to seek justice through consumer courts if
needed, the manufacturers, traders and service providers cannot afford to take them for
granted while selling a product or rendering service on payment or to adopt any unfair trade
practice. Government has also started many awareness schemes and programmes for the
welfare of consumers so that they can use their rights and responsibility to safeguard from
being cheated. Let us all unite and become an aware consumer and make the campaign
“JAGO GRAHAK JAGO” a great success.
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